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Abstract
In quantum field theory, the physical vacuum, free from magnetic and electric fields (without regard to gravitational energy), is defined not as an empty
space but as the ground state of the field consisting of quantum harmonic oscillators (QHOs) characterized by zero-point energy. The aim of this work is
to show that such physical vacuum may possess the properties similar to the
properties of dark energy: the positive density, the negative pressure, and the
possibility of so-called accelerated expansion. In the model discussed, the
mass of QHOs determines the positive density of dark energy. The observed
electric polarization of physical vacuum in an electric field means the existence of electric dipole moment of QHO, which, in turn, suggests the existence inside the QHO of a repulsive force between unlike charges compensating the attractive Coulomb force between the charges. The existence of
such repulsive force may be treated as the existence of omniradial tensions
inside every QHO. In terms of hydrodynamics, it means that the vacuum
with this property may be regarded as a medium with negative pressure. The
electric dipole-dipole interaction of QHOs under some condition may result
in the expansion of physical vacuum consisting of QHOs. It is shown also
that the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs is a luminiferous medium, and
based on this concept the conditions are discussed for the emergence of invisiblity of any objects (in particular, dark matter). The existence of luminiferous medium does not contradict the second postulate of special relativity (the
principle of constancy of the velocity of light in inertial systems), if to take
into account the interaction of photons with QHOs and with virtual photons
(the virtual particles pairs) created by quantum entities that constitute the inertial systems.
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1. Introduction
According to contemporary cosmological models, near 70 percent of the total
mass-energy of the universe is in the form of so-called dark energy or “quintessence” which is characterized by the homogeneous distribution of positive density, by negative pressure and by the possibility of accelerated expansion [1] [2]
[3]. At present, there is no generally accepted physical model of dark energy. In
this work, it is shown that the physical vacuum consisting of quantum harmonic
oscillators (hereafter called QHOs) characterized by zero-point energy may have
all the properties of dark energy.
In quantum field theory, the physical vacuum, free from magnetic and electric
fields (without regard to gravitational energy), is defined not as an empty space
but as the ground state of the field consisting of QHOs characterized by non-zero
energy equal to hν 2 . The concept of zero-point energy was developed in Germany in 1913 by a group of physicists, including M. Planck, A. Einstein, and O.
Stern [4], using the formula derived by Planck [5] for energy ε of atomic oscillator vibrating with frequency ν : ε =
hν 2 + hν exp ( hν ( kT ) ) − 1 , where h is
the Planck constant, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature. The proper-

(

)

ties of the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs as a continuum are determined
by the properties of QHOs [6]. The mass of QHOs associated with their energy
determines the positive density of the physical vacuum. The observed electric
polarization of physical vacuum in an electric field means the existence of electric dipole moment of QHO, which, in turn, suggests the existence of a repulsive
force between unlike charges inside the QHO, which may be treated as the existence of omniradial tensions inside the QHO. In terms of hydrodynamics, it
means that the vacuum with this property may be regarded as a medium with
negative pressure [7]. The electric dipole-dipole interaction of QHOs may result
in the so-called accelerated expansion of the physical vacuum consisting of
QHOs. It is shown as well that the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs is a
luminiferous medium, and based on this concept the conditions are discussed
for the emergence of invisiblity of any objects (in particular, dark matter). Due
to possibility of emergence of spin supercurrent between QHOs the background
electro-magnetic emission may exist in the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs.
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) may be such an emission.
The work below consists of three sections. In Section 2, the properties of
physical vacuum consisting of QHOs are considered, in particular: the connection of speed of motion of such vacuum and magnetic phenomena. In Section 3,
the following is discussed: the emergence of the wave-vortex-spin (electromagnetic)
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process in the physical vacuum, equalizing the speed of light in inertial systems,
the condition of disappearance of wave-vortex-spin process (the condition of invisibility of objects). In Section 4, the electric dipole-dipole interaction of QHOs,
which results in a change in the distance between these QHOs, is discussed.

2. The Properties of Physical Vacuum Consisting of QHOs
2.1. The Equation Describing the Physical Vacuum, Consisting of
QHOs, in a Stationary State
Based on the characteristics of QHOs mentioned in Introduction, the following
conclusions can be made about the properties of the physical vacuum consisting
of QHOs (the vacuum being in a stationary state): the positive density created by
the mass of QHOs and negative pressure. As it will be shown in Section 4, the
density of the physical vacuum is slightly dependent on speed u at small u/c (c is
the speed of light). The negative pressure is due to the existence of electric dipole
moment of QHO, that is, the existence of a repulsive force between unlike
charges inside the QHO, compensating the attractive Coulomb force between
these charges. The existence of such repulsive force may be treated as the existence of omniradial tensions inside the QHO [7]. Taking into account the dissipation-free motion of celestial bodies, such as the planets of the solar system,
that is the absence of shear viscosity, it may be assumed that the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs in a stationary state is analogous to ideal incompressible liquid, and can be described by the following Equation [7] [8]:

ρu 2 2 − p =
const ,

(1)

where ρ and p are respectively the density and pressure of the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs.

2.2. The Connection of the Speed of Motion of Physical Vacuum
Consisting of QHOs with Magnetic Phenomena
It is shown in [7], that there is a complete analogy between the structures of
formulas describing the magnetic interactions of current-carrying wires and the
structures of formulas describing the interactions of vortices in an ideal incompressible liquid with positive density and negative pressure, that is, in the liquid
described by Equation (1) in a stationary case.
Let us deduce the relationship between the speed of QHOs and magnetic induction by comparing the characteristics of the magnetic field and both force
and kinematic characteristics of physical vacuum consisting of QHOs [7].
The magnetic induction B generated by a loop with current I [9] is determined by the Biot-Savart law and in the CGSE system of units it is determined as:
I dl × r
B = ∫L′ 3 , where L′ is the length of the loop, dl is the wire element, r is
c
r
a radius vector from dl to the point of observation. The field of velocities u
generated by a closed vortex line having circulation Γ along an arbitrary loop
Γ dl × r
, where dl is an inenclosing the vortex line is defined [7] as: u =
4π ∫L′ r 3
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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finitesimal vector element of the vortex line, L′ is the length of the line.
Equating the expressions for B and u we obtain the relationship between Γ and
I:
Γ = I 4π

(c ρ ) .

(2)

Thus, Equation (2) establishes a relationship between the current and circulation of vortex line produced by moving electric charges that form the current (in
detail see Section 2.3).
The force FΓ acting on a unit length of either of the two infinite mutually
parallel vortex lines having the same values of circulation Γ equals [7]:

FΓ = ρΓ 2 ( 2πrw ) , where rw is the distance between the vortex lines with circu-

lation Γ . The force FI acting on a unit length of either of the two infinite

mutually parallel current-carrying wires having the same values of current I (in
the CGSE system of units) equals [9]: FI = 2 I 2 rwc 2 , where rw is here the

(

)

distance between the current-carrying wires. Equating the expressions for FΓ
and FI and taking into account Equation (2), we obtain.

B = u 4πρ .

(3)

There is indirect experimental evidence of validity of Equation (3). The term
“indirect” is used because in the experiments in question the evidence refers to
the neutrino whose properties are mysterious in some respects. At present, the
concept of massive neutrino with its magnetic moment aligned with its spin is
considered to be most acceptable to physicists. From observations it follows that
the spin of a left-handed neutrino moving relative to the “cosmic” vacuum is
oriented opposite to its velocity v; according to Equation (3), this motion is
equivalent to placing the neutrino in the magnetic field with magnetic induction
B = −v 4πρ . It is in accordance with that in an external magnetic field (whose
magnetic induction in the experiments was much greater than that of the Earth)
the neutrino spin got oriented in the magnetic induction direction [10] [11].

2.3. Electric Current as a Vortex Line in the Physical Vacuum
Consisting of QHOs
According to postulates of quantum mechanics, a quantum entity (its characteristics are determined by the wave function) that is a singularity in electric or
magnetic fields (electric charge or/and magnetic dipole) creates a virtual photon
(pair of virtual particles) [12] [13]. The virtual photon is characterized by spin

Sv precessing with frequency ωv (that is, the virtual photon is a spin vortex),
mass mv , electric dipole moment d v and circulation Γ v (Figure 1). Let us
consider the properties of virtual photons in detail.
Spin. As the virtual photon is a spin vortex, then by the analogy with (real)
photon the following holds [8] [14] with respect to spin Sv and electric dipole
moment d v :

d v ↑↓ Sv .

(4)

Taking into account that electric field Ev inside the electric dipole is antiparallel
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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Figure 1. The characteristics of a virtual photon created by electron: Sv is spin, d v is
the electric dipole moment, Ev is the electric field inside the electric dipole, Γ v is circulation, ω v is the precession frequency, I is electric current, y is the velocity of electron,

θ is the deflection angle between ω v and Sv , α is the precession angle, rv is the
radius of circle by which mass mv performs circulation motion, on the premise that the
mass is point-like, r.l. is a reference line.

to its electric dipole moment, Ev ↑↓ d v [9], we have:

Ev ↑↑ Sv .

(5)

Precession frequency. As follows from the study by L. Boldyreva [15], the
precession frequency ωv of spin of the virtual photon (pair of virtual particles)
created by a quantum entity equals the frequency ωq of the wave function of

the entity: ωq = ωv . In Schrodinger’s wave function the value of ωq is deter-

mined by energy U q of quantum entity: ωq = U q  , consequently:

ωv = U q  .

(6)

Let us consider the case where energy U q of quantum entity equals its kinetic energy:

U q = mq y 2 2 ,

(7)

where mq and y are respectively mass and speed of the quantum entity. Then
from Equations (6) and (7) it follows:

ωv = mq y 2 ( 2 ) .

(8)

If a virtual photon is created by electrically charged quantum entity, then
electric field Eq of this entity acts on the virtual photon as on an electric dipole;

d v × Eq . Because of the
the emerging moment M q is determined [9] as M=
q

action of moment M q , the orientation of ωv shall be determined by the sign
of the quantum entity. Taking into account that direction of velocity y is the single preferential direction for virtual photon, we may assume:

ωv ↑↑ η y ,

(9)

where η = 1 for positively charged quantum entity and η = −1 for negatively
charged quantum entity, that is:

ωv ↑↑ I ,
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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where I is the current created by the moving charged quantum entity.
Electric dipole moment. The electric dipole moment of virtual photon d v
may be determined [14] as:

d v = qv  q ,

(11)

where qv is the charge of every virtual particle in the virtual photon;  q is
the wave function wavelength of quantum entity creating the virtual photon and
it is determined [16] as:

 q =  ( mq y ) .

(12)

Let us deduce the expression for d v for the virtual photon created by an
electron, assuming that the specific charge of the virtual particle in the virtual
photon is proportional to the specific electron charge e me (e and me are
respectively the electric charge and mass of electron). Note that the experiments
conducted by W. Kaufmann on deflection of beta-rays emitted by radium make
one believe that the mass of electron is purely of electromagnetic nature [17].
Thus qv = mv e ( 2me ) ; the virtual photon mass mv , taking into account Equation (7) and classical relationship between mass and energy, is determined as:

=
mv mq y 2

(2 ⋅ c ) .
2

(13)

Using the above considered expression for qv , Equation (13) and the expres( µB =e ⋅  ( 2 ⋅ me ⋅ c ) ) in Equation (11) we obtain:

sion for Bohr’s magneton

dv =

µB ⋅ y
.
2⋅c

(14)

If for the virtual particles pair created by electron moving at velocity y ( y  c )
it holds that d v ↑↑ y , then from Equation (14) it follows that in the electric
field E the moment M acting on the electric dipole, M= d v × E , is determined

µ

B
( y × E ) ; the right side of expression for M is the same as that for
2⋅c
maximum value of the spin-orbit interaction energy of the electron in a hydroµB
gen atom: (U s=
( y × E ) . Thus at y  c the condition d v ↑↑ y
−o ) max
2⋅c
holds true. Taking into account conditions (4) and (9), and that for photon spin
S ph the following is valid: S ph ⊥ c (c is the velocity of light) [14] [18], we

M
as:=

may introduce the following equation for deflection angle θ between the precession frequency of virtual photon and its spin:

sin θ = y c .

(15)

The circulation. Using the above-considered expressions for characteristics of
virtual photon let us analyze the circulation motion of mass mv that is performed as a result of precession motion of spin Sv . The circulation Γ v characterized by this circulation motion is defined [7] as:

Γ v = 2πωv rv2 ,

(16)

where rv is the radius of circle by which mass mv performs circulation motion,
on the premise that the mass is point-like. From Equations (8), (10) and (16) it
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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2 2
follows: Γ v = Iπmq y rv

( I  ) . Thus the moving charged quantum entity creates

a vortex line in the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs with circulation directed along the current created by motion of this quantum entity. The circulation Γ I created by electric current I is determined as sum of Γ v for all
charged quantum entities that constitute the electric current. It should be noted
that virtual photons created by charged quantum entities, the speed y of which is
directed along the same axis, have equal precession angles α . This equalization
of precession angles α along the vortex line created by electric current is performed by spin supercurrent. Let us consider it in detail.
Spin supercurrent. Spin supercurrent was discovered while investigating the
characteristics of superfluid 3He-B [19] [20] [21]. For example, the value of spin
supercurrent jz in the direction of orientation (axis z) of precession frequencies of spins of 3He atoms is determined as follows:

jz =− g1 ∂α ∂z − g 2 ∂θ ∂z ,

(17)

where α is the precession angle (phase), θ is the deflection angle. The spin
supercurrent tends to equalize the respective characteristics of spins of
interacting spin structures: angles (phases) of precession and angles of deflection.
For example, after action of spin supercurrent J z between spin structures with
precession angles α1 and α 2 , and deflection angles θ1 and θ 2 the
following takes place:

α1 − α 2 > α1′ − α 2′ ,

(18)

θ1 − θ 2 > θ1′ − θ 2′ ,

(19)

where α1′ and α 2′ are respectively the values of precession angles α1 and
α 2 after the action of spin supercurrent; θ1′ and θ 2′ are respectively the val-

ues of deflection angles θ1 and θ 2 after the action of spin supercurrent.
Virtual photon and QHOs. The photon may decay into a pair of oppositely
charged particles in the electric field of heavy nuclei [16]. In this case, the total
spin of emerging particles equals the photon spin, which suggests that the prin-

ciple of conservation of angular momentum holds true in the physical vacuum
where the photon emerges. Consequently, the creation of virtual photons having
precessing spin by a quantum entity while saving the value of its own spin testifies that the spin of virtual photon is formed by spins of particles that constitute
the physical vacuum: in particular, by spins of QHOs. (The analogous conclusion may be made for “real” photons as well while analyzing the Cherenkov effect [22]: the production of photons having spin by an electron moving at a superluminal speed while saving the value of its own spin. It should be noted that
spin of “real” photon in pure state performs precession motion with frequency
of photon.) Thus QHO as a harmonic oscillator having precessing spin might be
classified as a spin vortex, and the frequency of oscillations ΩQHO may be the
precession frequency of spin of QHO. Consequently, QHO may possess the
properties of such spin vortex as the virtual photon and the expressions similar
to (4)-(5), (9) and (14)-(15) hold true as well for QHO, that is:
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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d QHO ↑↓ SQHO ,

(20)

EQHO ↑↑ SQHO ,

(21)

ΩQHO  u ,

(22)

d QHO ≈ γ ⋅ u ,

(23)

sin θ = u c ,

(24)

where d QHO is the electric dipole moment of QHO, SQHO is spin of QHO, u is

the speed of QHO, γ is a proportionality factor, θ is the deflection angle between SQHO and frequency ΩQHO of its precession.

3. The Wave-Vortex-Spin Process in the Physical Vacuum
Consisting of QHOs
3.1. The Equation Describing the Wave-Vortex-Spin Process in the
Physical Vacuum Consisting of QHOs
Due to the existence of interactions of QHOs (the electric dipole-dipole interaction and that owing to spin supercurrents), the physical vacuum consisting of
QHOs should feature the rotational viscosity, which manifests itself in a nonstationary case, in particular, the transformation of macrorotation in microrotation
and vice versa. It is shown that the wave-vortex-spin process may arise in the
physical vacuum (see also [23]). It should be noted that the vortices in the physical vacuum may terminate in the bulk of the physical vacuum due to complete
transfer of the angular momentum of vortex to intrinsic motions (to intrinsic
degrees of freedom) of the physical vacuum.

The first Equation describing the wave-vortex-spin process
Due to conservation of angular momentum in the physical vacuum, the Einstein-de Haas effect takes place in this vacuum [24]: a change of spin S
( ∂S ∂t ≠ 0 ) of a unit volume of physical vacuum consisting of QHOs results in
the rotation of the vacuum ( curlu ≠ 0 ). That is the following holds true:

∂S ∂t =− (1 k1 ) ⋅ curlu ,

(25)

where t is time, k1 > 0 is a proportionality factor.

The second Equation describing the wave-vortex-spin process
According to Equations (22) and (24), at the emergence of ∂u ∂t in the

physical vacuum consisting of QHOs the following cases may take place:
1) at a change in the direction of velocity u, the precession motion of S relative to a new direction of u arises;
2) at a change of only the value of u, the angle θ changes.
In both cases, a change in deflection angle θ takes place, which, in turn, results in emergence of curlS. That is, the following equation should be taken to be
true:

∂u ∂t =k2 curlS ,

(26)

where k2 > 0 is a proportionality factor. To make it clear that Equations (25)
and (26) describe the wave-vortex-spin process in the physical vacuum consistDOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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ing of QHOs let us introduce the following factor χ :

χ = k2 k1

(27)

Using Equation (27) in Equations (25) and (26) we obtain:

∂ ( χ k1 S )
∂t

= − χ curlu ,

(28)

∂u
= χ curl ( χ k1 S ) .
∂t

(29)

The dimension of factor χ is the same as that of speed. The Equations (28)
and (29) describe the wave-vortex-spin process in which transformation of
energy is performed as follows: the specific kinetic energy of motion of physical
vacuum ρ u 2 2 transforms into energy WS of spin system of the vacuum that
creates the spin vortex; in turn, the energy WS transforms into the kinetic
energy of motion of the physical vacuum. The energy WS may be detailed if to
introduce the following notation in Equations ((28), (29)):

Y = −k1 χ S .

(30)

∂Y
= χ ⋅ curlu ,
∂t

(31)

∂u
=− χ ⋅ curlY .
∂t

(32)

Then

Let us consider the physical meaning of variable Y, which, according to (30),
is directed oppositely to S, is proportional to the magnitude of S and has the dimension of velocity. It may be supposed that Y is a velocity of motion of positive
charges of QHO (simultaneously, negative charges of QHO move at velocity—Y), see Figure 2. Such motions result in creation of electric field E inside
QHO. Then WS is the kinetic energy of motion of charges inside QHO at
speed Y, that is in the wave-vortex-spin process the transformation of energy is
performed as follows: the specific kinetic energy of motion of physical vacuum
ρ u 2 2 around the vortex transforms into specific kinetic energy of motion of
physical vacuum ρY 2 2 inside the vortex.

As electric field E emerges inside QHO due to motion of charges inside QHO
at speed Y, the specific kinetic energy of this motion ( ρY 2 2 ) transforms in the

specific energy of emerging electric field E ( E

2

(8π ) ). It follows from equality of

those energies:

E = −Y 4πρ .

(33)

Using Equations (3) and (33) in Equations (31) and (32), we obtain the equations
describing the electromagnetic process:

DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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Consequently, the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs may be considered as
a luminiferous medium.

Note. In emerging electric field E the moment M E acts on QHO as on elec=
d QHO × E . Simultaneously, according to condition (20), M E
tric dipole: M
E

acts as well on spin SQHO of QHO. Thus in an electric field the electric and
spin polarizations of physical vacuum consisting of QHOs characterized by zero-point energy emerge.

3.2. The Equalization of Speed of Wave-Vortex-Spin Process in
Inertial Systems
The existence of a luminiferous medium does not contradict the second
postulate of special relativity; this principle of the constancy of the velocity of
light states: “in all inertial systems the velocity of light has the same value when
measured with length—measures and clocks of the same kind” [25].
In this Section (see also ref. [14]), it will be shown that this postulate may be
due to the interaction of the photons with QHOs constituting the physical vacuum and with the virtual photons (virtual particles pairs) created by quantum
entities that constitute the inertial system (and determine, in fact, its inertial
properties). One of the first works containing the physical interpretation of the
equalization of the speed of light in inertial systems to a definite value is the
work by Fox [26]. The studies by Fox were directed at supporting the Ritz emission theory, according to which the fundamental constant c is the speed of light
with respect to the source in the vacuum and the Galilean addition of velocities
holds [27]. Fox used the extinction theorem of Ewald and Oseen [28]. The theorem states that if an incident electromagnetic wave traveling at a speed c appropriate to vacuum enters a dispersive medium, its fields are cancelled by part of
the fields of the induced dipoles (macroscopically, by the polarization) and replaced by another wave propagating with a phase velocity characteristic of the
medium. The incident wave is extinguished by interference and replaced by
another wave. The motion of the source and the speed of light relative to it are
irrelevant in this theorem. There are, however, some experiments that are not
explained by the extinction theorem, for example the experiment performed at
CERN, Geneva, in 1964 [29]. In this experiment, photons were produced by the
source moving at speed of 0.99975c relative to the measurement devices. Photons’ speed was measured by time of flight over paths up to 80 meters; within the
experimental error it was found that the speed of the photons was equal to c relative to the same measurement devices. The extinction theorem, in which the
interaction of a photon and a medium takes place due to the magnetic and electric components of photon, does not explain the results of the experiment. The
equalization of the speed of light found in experiments indicates the existence of
some other interactions. In particular, it is necessary to take into account the interaction of photons with QHOs that constitute the physical vacuum and with
virtual photons (the virtual particles pairs) created by quantum entities that constitute the inertial systems.
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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3.3. The Condition of Disappearance of Wave-Vortex-Spin Process
Equation (28) describing the wave-vortex-spin process contains ∂S ∂t . Consequently,
this process could not spread in the region where the orientation of spins of
QHOs that constitute the physical vacuum cannot change, i.e. spins can be
considered to be “frozen”:

∂S ∂t ≡ 0 .

(36)

This may take place, for example, in the following cases: 1) at the emergence
of spin supercurrents causing a definite orientation of spins and suppressing any
disturbances producing a change in the orientation of spins; 2) at rotation of
physical vacuum consisting of QHOs, which due to the Barnett effect [30]
creates a definite orientation of spins of QHOs that constitute this vacuum.
One of the most striking examples demonstrating the effect of visibility loss is
a series of experiments conducted by J. Searl in 1940-1950 [31]. In the
experimental setup a rotating nonlinear magnetic field could be created. At the
critical value of speed of rotation the invisibility of the setup is observed. This
may be interpreted as follows: according to Equation (3), the rotation of
magnetic field means the rotation of physical vacuum consisting of QHOs and
consequently, due to the effect of Barnett, gives rise to a definite orientation of
spins of QHOs that constitute this vacuum.
In the standard Lambda-CDM model of cosmology, near 27% of the total
mass-energy of the universe consist of dark matter [32]. At present, the
invisibility is explained in particular by that the strong gravitation field of the
matter does not allow photons to leave the location of the matter. The model of
physical vacuum consisting of QHOs considered in this work accounts for the
invisibility by emergence of “freezing” of spins (Equation (36)) of those QHOs at
the location of this matter. This “freezing” may take place as a result of rotation
of dark matter and due to low temperature characterizing dark matter. Let us
consider the influence of temperature in detail.
The temperature T determines the velocity y ( y = 2 KT m ) of thermal
chaotic motion of quantum entities (with mass m) that constitute “dark” matter
and consequently the velocity of motion of virtual photons (virtual particles
pairs) created by those entities. The speed of quantum entities influences the
following characteristics of virtual photons: the value of the deflection angle, see
Equation (15); the direction and the value of precession frequency ωv , see
Equations ((8), (9)). As the virtual photon is a vortex in the physical vacuum
consisting of QHOs, the changes in characteristics of virtual photons mean the
changes in the characteristics of QHOs as well. Thus, the thermal chaotic motion
may prevent the “freezing” of spins of QHOs that constitute the physical
vacuum.

4. The Electric Dipole-Dipole Interaction of QHOs That
Constitute the Physical Vacuum
Let us consider the projections of electric dipole moment of QHO, d QHO , on the
DOI: 10.4236/jmp.2019.101003
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direction of velocity u of QHO, ( d QHO )u , and on the direction perpendicular to
u, ( d QHO ) , see Figure 2. According to conditions (20) and (22), the projections

⊥u

(d )

QHO u

and

(d )

are determined as:

QHO ⊥u

( d=
)
QHO u

(d )

d QHO 1 − sin 2 θ ,

(37)

= d QHO sin θ .

(38)

QHO ⊥u

According to Equations (17)-(19), spin supercurrent equalizes both the
precession angles α and the deflection angles θ of QHOs, whose precession
frequencies ΩQHO and velocities u are directed along the same axis z (see
Figure 2). Consequently: first, the components ( d QHO )
of QHOs moving
⊥u

along the same axis z are parallel to each other, and, secondly, these QHOs have
equal components ( d QHO )⊥u and equal components ( d QHO )u respectively. As
a result, the attractive force FQHO and repulsive force FQHO⊥ act between
those QHOs [9]. According to Equations (24) and (37)-(38), we have:
FQHO =

(

2
6d QHO
1 − u 2 c2

r

FQHO⊥ =

4

2
3d QHO
u2

c2r 4

),

(39)

,

(40)

where r is the distance between the QHOs. The expression for resulting force
F=
FQHO − FQHO⊥ with taking into account Equations (39) and (40) may be
QHO

(

2
FQHO 3d QHO
2 − 3u 2 c 2
written in the form:=

may be expressed in the form:

(

)

r 4 . Using Equation (23), FQHO

=
FQHO 3γ 2 2u 2 c 2 − 3u 4 c 4

)

r4 .

(41)

Consequently, that force FQHO is repulsive under condition u > c 2 3 .
Let us estimate the influence of components of force FQHO on the density of
the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs characterized by zero-point energy.
The force component FQHO , being an attractive force, tends to decrease the
distance between QHOs moving along the same axis z and consequently to in-

crease the concentration of QHOs in the physical vacuum. The force component

Figure 2. The characteristics of quantum harmonic oscillators (QHOs): SQHO is spin,
d QHO is the electric dipole moment, ΩQHO is the frequency of spin,
projection of d QHO on the direction perpendicular to velocity u ,

(d )
(d )

QHO ⊥u

is the

QHO u

is the

projection of d QHO on the direction u , θ is the deflection angle, α is the precession
angle, r.l. is a reference line, Y is the velocity of positive charges that constitute QHO.
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FQHO⊥ , being a repulsive force, tends to increase the distance between QHOs
moving along the same axis z and consequently to decrease the concentration of
QHOs in the physical vacuum. It follows from Equation (41) that in the first order of β = u c the resulting force FQHO and consequently the concentration
of QHOs does not depend on the speed of physical vacuum. Since there is no
information available on the connection of mass of QHO with the speed of the
latter, it may be assumed that only the concentration of QHOs determines the
dependence of density of physical vacuum on the speed. And consequently it
may be assumed that the density does not depend on the speed of physical vacuum at small β .

5. Discussion. Сosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
The QHOs that constitute the physical vacuum have precessing spin. Spin
supercurrent emerging between QHOs influences the characteristics of the
precession (the angles of precession and deflection) changing thus the
orientation of spin in space. According to Equations ((28), (29)), this means the
possibility of emergence in the physical vacuum of wave-vortex-spin process that,
according to Equations ((34), (35)), is also an electromagnetic process. Thus, the
background electro-magnetic emission may exist in the physical vacuum
consisting of QHOs. The cosmic microwave background (CMB) may be such an
emission.

6. Conclusions
The properties of physical vacuum consisting of quantum harmonic oscillators
(QHOs) characterized by zero-point energy are identical to the properties of
dark energy, i.e.:
• the positive density associated with mass of QHOs;
• the negative pressure caused by that in a QHO a separation of the substance
of vacuum into positive and negative charges takes place;
• the possibility of increase in distance between QHOs, i.e. of the “expansion”
of physical vacuum; it is due to electric dipole-dipole interaction of QHOs;
• the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs having zero-point energy may be
classified as “dark”, since light propagates in it as a process. The existence of
luminiferous medium does not contradict the second postulate of special
relativity (the principle of constancy of the velocity of light in inertial systems)
if to take into account the interaction of photons with QHOs and with virtual
photons (the virtual particles pairs) created by quantum entities that constitute the inertial systems.
Due to possibility of emergence of spin supercurrent between QHOs the
background electro-magnetic emission may exist in the physical vacuum consisting of QHOs. The cosmic microwave background (CMB) may be such an
emission.
The model of physical vacuum consisting of QHOs considered in this work
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may account for the invisibility of dark matter due to “freezing” of spins of the
QHOs at the location of this matter. The “freezing” might take place for example
at a large angular speed of rotation of this matter and at low temperature (the
latter is characteristic of dark matter).
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